CWTL Tablet Tender - Q&A Sheet
Question:
Would you consider to lower the Bluetooth
specification from Bluetooth 4.2 to 4.0?

Answer
Yes

We need to understand the details for the War Child will provide the following applications:
War Child system which War Child will
- Multiple educational games (APKs)
provide
- Multiple content (MP4 video’s and files)
- A single MDM (APK) which requires
“Device Owner” privileges
- Multiple configuration files
The removal of GMS is impossible for all from As a background – the tablets will be used in an
1st November due to Google restrictions
offline (non-internet) environment so GMS
(Youtube, GMaps, Gmail etc) are unnecessary.
Since Google does not restrict unavailability of
GMS for hardware vendors, please elaborate in
your proposal if technical restrictions in removing
GMS apply from your end.
Android 7 is no longer possible, it is Android War Child is already effectively running custom
8 (Also for MDM purposes)
apps that provide MDM functionality from
Android 5.0 up to 7. However, we expect that
compatibility of Android 8 needs to be confirmed
by testing. The tablets that you provide as
samples as part of your proposal will confirm
this.
In chapter 20.3, “Tablets are thus required to
be delivered with a light-weight version of an
Android operating system only, which War
Child will provide” . Does this mean we should
provide only hardware and the full Android
operating system will be provided by War
Child or do you need us to provide a tablet
with our Android operating system (meaning
tailored for our hardware with our design
house) ?

The vendor shall be responsible for delivering both
tablet and a pre-installed tailored Android
operating system. However, any vendor-specific
applications not needed for the CWTL programme
(e.g. ‘bloatware’) should be removed (e.g. other
games, email apps etc). Please provide us with a
list and description of all packages you consider
part of the ‘tailoring’

What is the expected quantity for the first 4000-6000 units
delivery on January 31st in Khartoum as this is
a in really short time and we need to evaluate
our production/stock capacity?
Can you provide us with an expected price See tender document for explanation on how
range for the tablet and for bundle (tablet + proposals will be evaluated.
accessories)?
At Point 2 Purpose of the call. In the Picture
you talk about 5 lots and end about 4 lots.
Probably a typo?

LOT 1 Computer Tablet
LOT 2 Computer Tablet Cover
LOT 3 SD Cards
LOT 4 Tablet Stylus

LOT 5 Headphones
At 20.3 one last sentence: "relevant content" Audio and visual content for the game
what do you mean by that?
21.1 is first delivery January 15 but in the
schedule is January 31st. What is the correct
date?

22.2 How long does it take for the inspection
to be completed?

15th January

Testing requirements and their impact on delivery
will be discussed with the successful bidder

